PowerLog

Capillary Pressure

User-friendly, full featured software for processing
and interpreting capillary pressure data
Determining the relative water saturations and height above free water are critical steps in understanding the reservoir
and defining an efficient drilling program. With this understanding, engineers can avoid drilling into free water, determine
compartmentalization and identify zones that are in communication.
Using the Capillary Pressure module, geoscientists
evaluate well logs and cores from multiple wells and
zones to model saturation versus height above free
water level (FWL). The resulting analytical expressions
relate either connate water saturation to height above
FWL (forward modeling), or height above FWL to connate
water saturation (reverse modeling). Findings from one
well can be applied to other wells in the area, making
the process efficient and consistent.
Capillary Pressure is an add-on module to PowerLog®,
the industry-standard petrophysical interpretation
package known for its functionality and ease of use.
PowerLog enables the users to evaluate the core plugs,
create groups of plugs with similar J-Functions and
also compute pore throat distributions and view the
associated pore throat histograms.

Input core data using an elegant and interactive loader that handles multiple
sheets within a workbook.

The PowerLog advantage
The Capillary Pressure module is fully integrated with
PowerLog and is a multi-well, multi-user and multiinterpreter tool. Capillary Pressure shares a Common
Data Model (CDM) with the Jason® Workbench and
EarthModel® FT, ensuring real-time collaboration among
team members. This GeoSoftware environment provides
an integrated framework for delivery of multi-user
seamless cross-product workflows.
Expedite the interpretation process with most
streamlined data loaders in the industry, and then
view results in PowerLog along with the classical
petrophysical evaluator results.

Make pressure corrections in the main module and run calculations using the
Capillary Pressure Array Mathpack.

PowerLog

Capillary Pressure
Key features
• Fast and easy data loading
• Spreadsheet-like viewers for quality control and editing
• Process-oriented workflow for data corrections
and computations
• Capillary Pressure array mathpack for user
defined algorithms
• Interactive Crossplots for data display
• Multiple models for fitting saturation pressure curves, or
saturation height curves
Main module for lab to borehole corrections and Crossplots for quality control of
data and models.

• Model generator for application of results
• Pore throat size determination
• Pore throat size histograms
Operating system requirements
64-bit versions of the following are supported: Windows®
XP or Windows® 7.
Recommended minimum hardware
8 Gbytes of RAM.
Interoperability
Integrated on the CGG GeoSoftware CDM with all
PowerLog views and functionality.
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Generate models for water saturation as a function of height above free water level.

